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Abstract— to humans, an image is a meaningful arrangement of 
regions and objects, whereas to computers, an image is merely a 
random collection of pixels. This work exploits some of the 
techniques based on the extraction of the color of an image in the 
real-time environment. Image segmentation is an intense 
research area in Computer Vision, however, enhancements or 
results still on to produce accurate segmentation results for 
images. Relating with other surveys that compare multiple 
techniques, this paper takes the advantage to select of the most 
used techniaue(s). Our study may be helpful for Augmented 
Reality environment, object detection aud tracking as well as 
other real-time technologies. Interested reader will obtain 
knowledge on various categories and types of research 
challenges in the image-based segmentation within the scope of 
colored ?nvironn!6nts.
Keywords- Segmentation; Intensity; color; photometry; 
thresholding; Real-time Image Processing; Augmented Reality
I. Introduction
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to be a part o f  content analysis and image under-standing fl]. 
The process o f Image segmentation is a critical step in many 
applications. Nowadays, it is fundamentally used in 
Augmented Reality technology in the cases o f  object tracking, 
registration, and when inserting the synthetic object(s) to the 
scene. Work on methods and techniques for segmentation had 
been done thoroughly, but still, results are not yet accurate 
which makes it difficult to find a method to be called the most 
suitable However, the techninne taken on in this naner is to' 1 1 I
scientifically and practically prove in an environment- 
dependent way to compare between each segmentation 
method so that the performance can be the judge [2].
Although, the field o f  Augmented Reality has come oui io 
transparence for over one or two decades, work is getting more 
interesting for researchers; several conferences and seminars 
have been dedicated to describe the problems o f Augmented 
Reality and to digest its developments. Registration is 
basically meant to save the geometrical and the distance of the 
annotated objects in the scene. That means, the accuracy o f  
registration de-pends on object tracking technique which relies 
on the scene environment. Alas, it is difficult to find a reliable
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real scene. The first process in most o f  the tracking techniques 
is to define the boundaries, edges, and shapes along the image, 
which is image segmentation [2].
Image segmentation techniques are divided into two 
categories; human-guided techniques, also called supervised 
and unsupervised where segmentation generation is based on 
software computing. In other words, unsupervised 
se g m e n tatio n  is w h e r e  the rn m n iitatio n  a n a lv s e s  are  b a se d  onW x j
learning algorithm to do the grouping o f common pixels. On 
the other hand, when the user can sclcct the groups o f common 
pixels it is then supervised segmentation. That includes the 
user ability to set the ranges o f  how close the similarities in
each group io oc [3j.
Many ideas have been presented to develop feasible output 
for image segmentation. In the next discussion, details o f the 
different supervised and semi-supervised methods are 
presented.
II TYPFS OF TMAGF SFGMFNTATION 
TECHNIQUES
Defining boundaries, edges, and shapes in an image 
makes it pa<tv to lindprstanH its pnvirnnmpnt that hplnsJ I
applications in Computer Vision, Artificial Intelligence, 
CAD and many other areas. For example, locating a 
moving object, motion recognition, detection of suspicious 
activities, video indexing, human-computer interaction 
(gesture recognition, eye gaze tracking), vehicle navigation 
and traffic tracking, also CAD applications like resemble, 
analyze and modify parts of objects to do reconstructions
or new or improve models, and modeling of aesthetic
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surfaces, etc.) [4],
Image segmentation techniques are divided into several 
categories: Edge-based and Region-based Detection 
techniques, Partial Differential Equation, Artificial Neural 
Network and Clustering based, and Multiobjective Image 
Segmentation. In addition to Thresholding Method is also 
important to be considered. In this paper, study is focused 
on two types, position estimation methods and color 
estimation methods, comparing each method performance 
under an environment-dependent scope.
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2A. Color Estimation Methods
Classification groups like Grey-level, color, texture, depth, 
and motion are considered to be essential types for various 
methods in image based segmentation. Grey-level image 
based segmentation techniques are the most fundamentally 
widely used [5], it is generated by controlling thresholds to 
transform the image data to a binary region map [5]. Simple 
thresholding technique can be noted as follows:
g(.x,y) = 0 , if/ (x ,y ) <  T and 
g (x ,y ) = l , i f / ( x ,y )  >  T (2
Figure 1: two images for two different thresholding regions 
in the same environment.
For region-based thrcsolding, consider using two 
thresholds, T1 < 12, where a region 1 can have a specific range 
o f grey levels:
. ..j )  — V i i  V1\
f(x, y) >  T2andg(x,y) = 1 if T1 <  f(x,y) <  T2. (3 
Thresholding types and techniques are Simple greyscale
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[5],
Attention has been extensive on algorithms for
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ievei image segmentation techniques knowing that they 
supplanted many techniques in gray-level image 
segmentation. Color Segmentation is crucial for indexing and 
managing image content. In order to understand color based 
image segmentation, it's fundamental to recognize color 
representation in terms of its features; clustering and 
thresholding. Clustering techniques use the special properties 
of colors, color quantization is inseparable as a problem of 
r.lu sterinp p o in ts in th re e -d im en sio n a l s n a r e  w h ile  in
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color level o f an image to color spaces [21].
Although, image texture segmentation techniques are not
still attempts io use iexiuie properties to cluster iexels in an 
image are growing and showing an interest for researchers [1], 
[21-23].
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ucpu i m aps, lu  ic sp cc i iu the u c lu u iiu ii u l ucp tli iiiap as an
image that provides information on how objects in an image 
are located, combining color image segmentation technique 
with the depth information can greatly improve the accuracy 
o f the segmentation.
Motion based segmentation is the process o f recognizing 
an cbjcct in a scqucncc o f images that moves dynamically 
from frame to frame. Motion based segmentation methods aim 
to partitioning an image into regions based on motion fields o f  
continuity and the probability o f any parametric motion 
model. Few techniques are proposed like Top-down 
techniques, Joint estimation, and Grouping o f elementary 
regions.
As an example on color based segmentation [24], let a
color image be denoted as a vector function f*. Color imauc f  is 
usually represented in terms o f RGB format (Red, Green, and 
Blue), where:
f(.n) =  [/R ed(n) * fG reen(n) * /B lue(n )] eR 3 ,n  e N
Or it can be noted as indexed palette:
p ( .)e  {1, ....,P},C =  [c[ ...cj ...Cp]r =  [r^bJeR '’*3
\\J hpro
/Red(n) : N - >  R =  {rl,r2 .......rR} € [0,1]
/Green(n) : N —> R =  {g l,g2 ,...,gG } e [0,1]
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In this example, four stages of computations are presumed: 
down sampling, low-pass filtering, color quantization, and 
color matching in the L * u * v  color space.
Down-sampling is the process to reduce the number o f
pixels based on spatial information o f RGB components to 
Nl*N2about ■ M-,-- , where, N! and N2 are the image size
sublattice noted as SMxM — su b la ttice  (N),  for every pixel in 
every M in both directions (horizontal and vertical):
v(v) = /( / .) ,_ _ _  =  ;
s e S MXM =  su b la ttice (N )  (5
Then for each o f the three color components of y (s )  is to 
be low pass filtered by means of Gaussian FIR so that it adds 
smoothness to the image and populates the RGB space with 
new colors which helps in determining the main colored 
regions. Next is to apply color quantization method like 
Heckbert’s minimum variance quantization method [25] for
quantization is used to rcducc the color palette of an image into 
a smaller one. The parameter Q represents segmentation 
resolution for every color space.
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Lastly and as a final point is to implement a color matching 
algorithm in the L*u*v color space; every color space is
identified hy ~:?J55iiring ! •:-'idc~in distances r.oiresnonding to 
apprehended color differences.
A coherent and robust real-time video segmentation can be 
achieved under conditions that will be described in Discussion
111. DISCUSSION 
In the previous sections, right the way through the study of
image segmentations algorithms focused on the multi­
class. single-label setup, where each image is assigned one
of multiple classes. Such methods arc- used to give one 
focused/single detail of an image. The accuracy of these 
methods are considered to be low comparing to others. 
Methods based on variations caused by shadows, shading,
i •: if-« j : ,a~ i •
connected ridges in the chromatic histogram using Kidge 
based Distribution Analysis (RAD). It is a real-time 
unsupervised approach with high accuracy results.
---—.. i_ i _ it______nuiic^ai^ic, uic mijn;i i c i i u i  image di^gmwiiuuiun m me ueiu
o f Augmented Reality [77]; One important question is: what 
is the best way to achieve geometry and color for object 
detection? Or in other words, is there an optimal way for
giM/niL-irv sin-:! citliH gf::CT;u= ii• j: = lli-ii AR :-:ccnc? This 
study provides a comparison between the varieties o f  image 
segmentation techniques aiming to select the most appropriate 
in the scope o f AR scene. Several papers have been devoted to
comparative analysis o f either geometry or color segmentation
I— ------- J*
For color segmentation, this work depends on Bahadir 
Ozdemir et. al. [32] parameters to evaluate each method. Next 
is tn compare the results between them. Rahadir divided the 
iii picviSiCui, icC aiii pciiu iiiiaiiC e, i i iu  sicicCiiOii
accuracy.
iTiu \-,Gior Dtiscci ^cftinciitation.
precision =
recalls =
# o f correctly detected objects
if nF rsl! rshiprT':
No -  FA
= — N 7 r ~  *
# o f coirectly detected objects 
# of all obiects in the imaee
detection accuracy —
Nr v
# o f  completely detected objects 
# of all objects in the image
Nc
where FA, MD and MCD are respectively, number of 
unmatched objects in the algorithm output (False Alarms),
i abie 1 shows the resuits irom each algorithm.
Color estimation methods and as it has been discussed 
above in its section, color based methods observations are 
along these lines: Histogram based patterns methods [111, 
[42 46], [52], these m ethods are already used in AR and 
have shown good results in terms of accuracy. In [11], 
image calibration using four-point mapping and Harris 
comer detection are proposed to identify different pictures 
in an iii-r-K1-. Pi.-itzi-b-ised Hniiliud |24| us-ia palletlz-iid 
formats for representing color images. Steps taken for the 
process are Down sampling, Color Quantization 
accounting spatial color interactions through low-pass 
nliarinu and tl — :; CliiKteriiiii in ih= RGB spgix. This
meiliod aims io develop unsupervised automatic seiiiag oi 
the parameters towards color image segmentation. The 
method has proved feasibility in terms of accuracy and 
nrprifiion Methods based or* interp-ation of rolor and 
rexnirf* >l“ KrnpT'!rfi iz i j are partially supervised multi-class
Multinomial logistic regression with Active Learning 
meth-od [54] is a semi-supervised segmentation algorithm  
for high-dimensional data, class distributions are modeled
USissg UijvStM.' i H-r activii lei-r
However, this method is suitable for high dimensional 
data. Several Active Contours based segmentation 
methods [6-9], [55-58] have been used in color 
Sss5vnf!nt.=tisiTi fsir AR. OHln-er er. =!. [01 m—h-r-H iises rvv::- 
new initialization methods; the DTA and EMA which are 
based on Hrtigan's dip test and excess mass information. 
This method has been used for both position and shape 
adaptive initialisation of rejpon-based ar+ive m ntonrs 
Arilvp v hnrm ir based segm entation m ethods have proved 
high quality of accuracy although the less percentage of 
recalls. Scale-Invariance based segmentation [59] is a 
supervised approach trained classifier used to classify 
structures of different classes at all scales The posterior 
probabilities, outputted by the classifier, is then used to 
select appropriate scales at all locations. The scope of this 
algorithm is limited to primitive shapes and abstract 
image-:- although its high oe curacy results.
Moreover, Texture-based segmentation metnoas, 
Modal Energy of Deformable Surfaces approach [22] based 
on energy function which expresses the local smoothness 
of bp. ini22s  thst is d^riv^d bv utilizing d6forniHtions 
oi =• 3D deioititabltf suiiaue iisudel. The liuuiatio*! of this 
method is threshold or number of iterations required to 
improve the accuracy of the segmentation and being in 
real-time. Segmentation based on major features in 
curvcict domain approach [60j is a SVfvl :-sCini -stspuryi:-hjd 
segmentation method used for medical images to classify 
features like angular second moment, contrast, correlation, 
and entropy. Its results arc no in real-time that it takes from 
5-12“r-:-"-:;nd.-: in nns Bislnfi, Amnnir the 0::-U:-r and TVr-ifur^  
based segmentation put io  use methods, Particle Swarm  
Optimization based method [3] benefited from the use of 
Multi-Elitist Particle Swarm Optimization (MEPSO)
implementation fnr color imacrp Although it uses rnlnr
sn i i  i f x i i i r r  hsspri 5 f» m p r.rsh r.r i. sn  ii iVi’iTS” Tf-SilirS i'lT Tni.S
method are un-reliable for low threshold real-time 
systems.
In addition to Grey-Color, Color, and Texture based
segmentation, several methods have used Depth fol-Ori] 
and Motion [1], [f>y-’/3jas a base for segmenting images. 
Segmentation by following a planar disparity distribution 
method [68] is the process of partitioning an image into
separate planar regions prior to disparity calculation using 
a graph cut approach within each segment, producing
7 n
smooth, accurate disparity maps in ordinarily areas. This 
method aims to find stereo dis-paritv in large and weakly
tcxturcd regions based on depth  iruormatioii o i the im age. 
It is reliable to use this sort of methods in the outdoor AR 
systems knowing the accuracy of this method is high and 
reliable for real-time. Graph-based Semi-supervised
. ---- :
segmentation aims to soive the generai image matching 
problem using graph theoretic semi-supervised learning. 
It is a useful supervised technique for real-time tracking
using optical Sow  computations. This means it is feasible 
for A S trucking systems accounting its high accuracy of 
results.
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IV. i ’UTURL EXPiiCi’ATiONS AND CONCLUSION
Even though color segmentation estimation algorithms arc 
becoming practical, real-time, and not requiring high 
computations, the reader must be aware that the nature o f most
of aluoiids!!!:-: -e-il'kc:-: iliuu! finji.ilir. Ntiiu: ::f Use
algorithms proved the ability to recover the error it the 
segmentation process fails for any reason. Practically, even the 
best methods suffer that too, for example targeted segments 
are dependent on complex and irregular environments (i.e
points o f  interests, and so). One challenge is to develop 
algorithms for noisy, compressed, unstructured, and 
inconstantly illuminated images in order to solve the problem 
o f  stable segmentation. One more challenge, which has been 
i:Hn ht- ih" in isfjraiion  o f  a ijjo riihnst' ir’iormHiiim 
By integrating the image information o f geometry, area 
color/texture based depth, and motion algorithms into dynamic 
data. The dynamic data is a map that contains camera’s 
poskkiii, dcluib Oil ieaQilci ol euch pixel, utea ScHtticiiCs cuiO- 
description and geometry, and in case oi muiupie images 
motion that can be achieved by optical flow techniques. Such 
combination o f image features is crucial for Augmented
R e a lit y  e n v iro n m en t fo r  ca lib ra tio n  and tra c k in g  o f  ca m e ra
and  tibiccL-i. T o  sum  up a[]-U:uciliei, iiic iiiiii is iu  dev ise  fa:-,! 
image-based area segmentation methods that can detect the 
targeted areas and compute its pose from a single image taking 
into consideration o f the dynamic motion in case o f  sequence
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Table 1: a summary table for coior estimation based cm imagb segmentation methods.
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